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The function of a finite automaton can be described on both abstract and struc-
tural levels. In the first case, only some interrelation between input and output se-
quences of an automaton is pointed out without showing its structure (we call such 
automata — abstract). In the second case, an automaton is represented by a scheme, 
constructed of a set of "elementary" automata, defining a process of conversion of 
input sequences into output ones (we call such automata structural) [1]. One of the 
widely used languages, describing the functioning of finite automata on an abstract 
level is the language of regular expressions [2, 3], which can define time events, distin-
guishable by automata. In considering structural automata, we shall limit ourselves 
to schemes constructed out of the following elements: disjunction, conjunction, 
negation and delay. The problem of constructing a structural automaton V represent-
ing an event defined by a regular expression R (in this paper called the problem of 
synthesis of an automaton V), can be solved by constructing, in an intermediate stage, 
a Moore diagram of the automaton V [4]. The number of vertices of this diagram in 
many cases considerably exceeds both the complexity of the scheme of the automaton 
V and the length of the regular expression R. Corresponding estimation of the number 
of vertices depends exponentially on the given parameters. In such cases, regardless 
of a relatively simple scheme definition of an automaton V and a regular expression R, 
the given method of synthesis becomes in fact, non- applicable, and so arises the 
necessity of developing "direct" methods of synthesis of the automaton V, which are 
not based, on the construction of its Moore diagram. A direct method of synthesis 
of automaton schemes, which is in fact an improvement of the synthesis method from 
[5], is suggested. (From now on these two methods will be reffered to as S2 and Slt 
respectively). 
Let us describe the method S1. The source information in this method is a regu-
lar expression R, obtained by application of operations U, •, and < over the 
alphabet A = {at, a2, ..., am} (see [3]). Symbols of the alphabet A are supposed to be 
encored by binary strings of length m'=[log2 m], so that a symbol at is encoded by 
the string 5/ = a(], ..., aim); 1}; i = l , 2, ..., m;j= 1, ..., m'. The regular event 
defined by a regular expression R is denoted by | Let us also introduce the notation 
II Rll = {«¡i • • • «¡sl̂ n • • • sS1}. The problem of synthesis consists of construct-
ing an automaton scheme I with m' inputs x1, ..., xm- and one output y, having 
V, & — and delay elements (with 0 or 1 initial state) and representing the event ||/i|| 
by means of the output symbol 1. It means that the appearance of 1 as an output of 
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the scheme I , at a moment t , is equivalent to the belonging of the word ailai2 ••• °it J 
to the event ¡j/?||, where a^ is a string arriving at the input of the scheme Z at a mo-
ment j; j--1, t (we assume that the first moment of time is assigned number 1). 
Note that in such an approach the empty word e, which generally speaking could be 
included in is not taken into account. 
According to the method SX, the scheme I is presented in the form given in Fig. 1. 
The scheme Zx is constructed without using delay elements, its output z0 is identical 
to 0, and an output 2( (i = l , . . . , m) equals 1 if and only if (x t , ..., xm-) = a,-. Let us 
denote af—(a, 0, ..., 0, 1, 0, ..., 0); a£{0, 1}; i = l , ..., m. By means of the symbol 
1, the scheme Z2 represents the ' event |jR|; 
j g r } and it is defined by induction on the construction of the regular expression R. 
Let us further denote Z2=Z2(R). The initial state of the delay element in Figure 1 
equals 1. Construction of the scheme Z2(R) is implemented in the following way. 
1. R has the form a,-. In that case Z2(R) has the form shown in Fig. 2. 
2. R has the form (R, UR2)- In that case Z2(R) has the form shown in Fig. 3. 
3. R has the form ( R I n that case Z2(R) has the form shown in Fig. 4. 
4. R has the form {Rx • R2)- In that case Z2(R) has the form shown in Fig. 5. 
If the regular expression R consists of occurrences of symbols from the alpha-
bet A, k2 occurrences of the symbol U, k3 occurrences of the symbol • and kt ocur-
rences of the symbol < then the scheme Z2(R) has the least kj +k2+k3+2ki 
elements. 
The scheme Zly which is essentially a decoder, can be constructed, for instance, 
as follows: 
1) An input of the negation element is joined with each input xx,..., x'm. As 
a result, the values ..., xm- are computed. 
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2) Let us consider the oriented tree r shown in Fig. 6. Every vertex w of the tree 
T, differing from >vx, w2 is connected to the conjunction element. Let an edge mar-
ked x? lead from a vertex w' to a vertex w (where x^=x t and x\=Xi). 
Then the first input of this conjunction element is connected to an input x t, if «7=1, 
and to an output element computing X;, if a—0. If w2), then the second 
input of the conjunction element is connected to an output of the element associated 
Fig. 3. Fig. 4. 
A " 1 ' A* 
Fig. 6. 
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with the vertex w'. Otherwise, the second output of the conjunction element is con-
nected to an input xt, if W=H '1 , and to an output of element computing if w=w2. 
3) Conjunction elements, associated with terminating vertices of the tree T, 
compute all the possible functions of the logic algebra xfl...x%?'. Let us remove those 
elements for which (a l t ..., < v H fe, 5m}. The output of the conjunction element, 
computing the function ^...x^r', is the output zt of the scheme ( /=1 ,2 , . . . , m). 
4) A conjunction element whose inputs are connected to the input xx and to the 
output of the negation element computing Xj, is introduced. This conjunction ele-
ment computes the 0 — function, and its output is the output z0 of the scheme 
It is not difficult to check out that the number of elements of the scheme Zt is 
m'+(2m '—4)+m+1 and that it is not larger then 3m+log2 m—2. 
Let us describe the method S2. Unlike the method Slt let us assume that the 
initial regular expression R may contain an empty word symbol e and that |/?| ̂  {e}. 
In the preliminary step, a regular expression R is simplified by the use of the follow-
ing transformations: 
a) e K R ' \ K-e - R'. 
b) R" - e, if P"H = {e} and R" * e. 
c) Let the expression R include R', which is of the form ( ^ U . . . UK„); n s l . 
If any Rt equals e, then expression (•R1U...U/? i_]Ui? i+jU... UR„) is substituted 
for the expression R'. If an JR, has the form </?,'), then R' is replaced by (R1U... 
. . . U / i , - - ! U U U . . . U R n ) . If any R< has the form RiR" and then 
U... U Ri - , U R< U Rf U R,+j U... U R„> is substituted for R'. 
d) R1-R2UR1-R3^Ry(R2UR3); R2-R}UR3-R1-~(R2UR3)-R1 (In order to 
apply this transformation, it is possible to preliminary reorganize disjunctive elements 
of the expression). 
Let us denote using R, the result of the described process of simplification of the 
expression R'. It is not difficult to notice that for any subexpression having the form 
< 0 in R we have e§\Q\. 
A scheme E, representing an event |ji| is constructed as shown in Fig. 7. where 
27x is a scheme constructed in the description of the method ^ and Z3 is a scheme 
Xm 
Z i 
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representing, using the symbol 1, the event 
B(R) = ä*{ä!i...ä*s-\ail...ahi\K\, s s 1}UC(£), 
C(R) = äftäfi... äfcl... |äa...äisi| j?|; s s r}. 
To construct the scheme I 3 , let us define, by induction over the construction of the 
regular expression R, an axilliary scheme ¿¿(R) representing, by the use of 1, the 
same event B(R) as the scheme I3: 
1) R has the form e. Then the scheme has the form given in Fig. 8. 
2) R has the form /£{1, ..., m}. Then I i (R) has the form given in Fig. 9, 
where the initial state of the dealy element equals 1. . 
3) R has the form (flnU/?2). Then E^R) has the form given in Fig. 10. 
4) R has the form (R,). Then Z4(R) has the form given in Fig. 11. 
5) R has the form Rx • R2. Then, in case that e£ IÄJ, the scheme I4(R) has the 
form given in Fig. 12 and in case that I^J, it is derived from the scheme in Fig. 12 
z0 
Fig. 8. 













by substituting all the 1 — initial states of dealy elements in block (R2) for 0 — 
initial state. It is not difficult to see that the resulting block I (R2) represents, by means 
of 1, an event C(R2). 
The scheme I3 derives from the scheme It(R) by means of the following trans-
formations : 
a) All the delay elements, having the same initial state, inputs of which are asso-
ciated with an output of the same element or with the same input z„ of the scheme 
I 4(R) become identical. 
b) All conjunction elements whose inputs are connected to the same output of a 
delay element and to an input Z,, become identical. 
c) If one of the inputs of the disjunction element E turns out to be associated 
with the input z„ of the scheme E4(R), then the second input of is is identified with the 
output of this element, and the element itself is removed. If no input of an element of 
the scheme I 3 has been associated with the output z0 of the scheme Ilt then the con-
junction element whose output is z0, is removed. 
Let us denote the results of the application of the synthesis methods Sx and S2 
to a regular expression R by SX(R) and S2(R), respectively. We call the number of 
elements of the scheme I the complexity of that scheme and denote it by L(I). In 
order to compare the complexity of the schemes Si(R) and S2(R), let us define a few 
auxiliary notions. (Such comparison is possible only for regular expressions R, not 
containing the symbol e.) 
An occurrence an expression of the form (0) in a regular expression R. Let a 
regular expression 7?1U...U.RS, JS2 , occur jn R, where each Rt has the form 
(Q) or <Q)R'i. Then an occurrence of (Q) in R_we call a disjunctive occurrence of 
iteration. All other occurrences of iterations in R we call no-disjunctive. 
Theorem 1. If a regular expression R does not contain the symbol e, then the 
following inequality holds: L(S2(R))^L(S^(R))—N, where N is the number of 
nondisjunctive occurrences of iteration in a regular expression R.. 
Proof. If a regular expression R does contain the e symbol, then the transition to 
expression R is performed only by means of the transitions given in (c) (see above): 
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The number of iterations doesnot increase, and total number of operations U re-
mains the same. Therefore, L(S l (R)) (R)). Let us denote by — the number 
of occurrences of symbols from the alphabet A in a regular expression R, by k2 — 
the number of occurrences of the symbol U, by k3 — the number of the occurrences 
of the symbol •, and by k4 — the number of the occurrences of the symbol < > . 
We have 
L ( S i ( R ) ) s L i Z J + /fc1 + fc2 + /fc3 + 2jfc4+ 1; 
L (S2 (R)) == L (Zi) + 2kx + k2 + kt - k[; 
where k[ is the number of delay elements removed from the scheme Z^R) during its 
transformation into the scheme Z3. It is not difficult to notice that the number of 
occurrences of letters in the regular expression is one more than the number of occur-
rences of binary operations, i.e., k,=k2+k3 + l. Therefore L(S1(R)^L(Z])+2k1 + 
+2ki . Thus, for the proof of the theorem it is enough to prove the inequality 
L(S1)+2ki+k2+k2+ki-kiiSL(Z1)+2kl+2ki-N, or_after reduction: k2-k'^s 
•^k^—N. Let 77 be an occurrence of the expression R having the form R iUR2 ; 
i'£ {1, 2}, where each /?,• has the form Rn • Ri2... Ris; s ^ 1; Rn is not of_the form of 
R' • R". In that case we say that the occurrence of the expression Rn in_R is subordi-
nated to the occurrence of 77. Let us connect, with a regular expression R, an oriented 
graph G, whose vertices are the occurrence of the expression Rx U Rz in R and also 
the occurrences subordinated to them. An edge leads from a vertex v to a vertex w 
in the graph G, if and only if the occurrence w is subordinated to the occurrence v. 
It is not difficult to notice that every occurrence in a regular expression R is subordi-
nated to not more than one occurrence. Therefore, the graph G represents the union 
of a finite number of oriented trees Gx, ..., Gr. Let qt denote the number of nontermi-
r 
nating vertices of the tree Gf; i = 1, . . . , r . Evidently, £ h ~ k 2 . As from each non-
>=i 
terminating vertex of the tree G, exactly two edges leave, the number of terminating 
vertices of the tree G; equals qt+1. Let q[ be the number of terminating vertices of 
the tree G; representing the occurrences of letters from the alphabet A. Then qt +1 — q[ 
is the number of terminating vertices of the tree Gj representing occurrences of itera-
tions and all these occurrences are disjunctive. It is not difficult to see that delay 
elements corresponding to the occurrences of letters from the alphabet A in R, 
which are terminating vertices of the tree G, , become identical through the transfor-
mation of the scheme Zt(M) into the scheme Z3. Therefore, denoting q"=qi when 
r 
q' =0, and q"=qi~l when 0, we have: ^ t f i - Q i - Consequently, q 2—k[s 
i = l 
r 
S 2 (qi~~q'i)- On the other hand, k i ~ N is equat to the number of occurrences 
¡=i . 
w r 
of disjunctive iterations in R, and consequently, £ (qt + l—q,')Sk4—jV. When 
q f = 0 we have: qi—q"=qi^qi + l=qi+l—q'i; however, if #¡>0 then qi—q[ = r r 
= 9 i - 4 t + 1- This implies the inequality 2 ( 9 / - q " ) ^ 2 + 1 ~9,')- The theo-
i=i ¡=i 
rem is proved. 
3 Acta Cybernetica Vrn/4 
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Construction of the scheme I3 by the method S2 is realized by induction on the 
structure of a regular expression R, with further transformations of the scheme. Let 
us give a more convenient constructing procedure of the scheme I 3 , based on a preli-
minary marking of a regular expression R. The marking gives the possibility to 
follow directly a series of removals of elements from the scheme It(R) during its 
transformation into the scheme I 3 , as well as the joining together of the elements of 
that scheme. 
Let us define a series of auxiliary notions connected to a regular expression R. 
Occurrences of letters 77j and 772 from the alphabet A in the regular expression R are 
called similar if there exist such sequences of occurrences 770, I71; ..., 77s=77 and 
II0,n[, ..., il'r=n in R, in which every next occurrence is subordinated to the 
previous one. Similar occurrences of the same letter in R we call adjacent. Therefore, 
every class of similar occurrences of letters in R is devided into a number of subclasses 
of adjacent occurrences. 
Let /7 be an occurrence of a regular expression R' in the regular expression R. 
We shall now define occurrences in R, referred to as the basis and the predecessor of 
the occurrence 77: 
1. If R'=e, then the basis of 77 is equal to the predecessor, of 77. 
2. If R' =di, id {1,..., m}, then the basis of 77 represents a distinguished ele-
ment of the class of occurrences of the letter ait occurrences being adjacent with 77 
(all elements of this class have the same basis). The occurrence of a letter is called 
basic if this occurrence is included in the basis. 
3. If R'=Rj UR2 and if the. predecessor of 77 is defined or both expressions R1 
and R2 differ from e, then the basis of the occurrence 77 is 77. If the predecessor of 
the occurrence 77 is undefined and Rn=e; {/j, z'2} = {1, 2},_ then the basis of the 
occurrence 77 is equal to the basis of the occurrence of Ri2 in R. In all the enumerated 
cases the predecessors of the occurrences of Rx and R2 in R are equal to the prede-
cessor of the occurrence 77. 
4. If R' = (R1), and the predecessor of the occurrence 77 is defined, then the 
basis of the occurrence 77 equals 77; otherwise it is equal to the basis of the occurrence 
of Ri in R. If the predecessor of the occurrence 77 is defined, then the predecessor of 
the occurrence of in R is 77; otherwise it is equal to the basis of the occurrence of 7?x 
in R. 
5. If R'=RX • R2, then the basis of the occurrence 77 is equal to the basis of the 
occurrence of Rz in R. The predecessor of the occurrence R2 in R is equal to the basis 
of the occurrence Rx in R ; the predecessor of the occurrence Rx in R is equal to the 
predecessor of the occurrence 77. 
6. If R' = R, then the predecessor of the occurrence 77 is undefined (at the some 
time all the predecessors as well as basis of the occurrences in R, which, according to 
p. 1—5 are equal to the predecessor of the occurrence 77, are undefined). 
It is not difficult to check out that, in accordance with p. 1—6, for any occurrence 
of a regular expression in R, it is possible to unambigously find (in a finite number of 
steps), the basis and the predecessor of that occurrence, or their absence can be 
confirmed. 
Next, let us define initial occurrences in the expression R: 
1. An occurrence of the expression R in itself is initial. 
2. If an occurrence of the expression (T^) in R is initial, then an occurrence of 
the expression Rx in R is also initial. 
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3. If an occurrence of the expression TijU/^ in R is initial, then the occurrences 
of the expressions Rx, R2 in R are initial. 
4. If an occurrence of the expression R1 • R2 in R is initial, then the occurrence 
of the expression 7?x in R is initial. If at the same time, then the occurrence 
of the expression 7?2 in R is initial. 
Let us describe, using the notions given above, the process of construction of 
the scheme Z'3 obtained from Z4(R) by applying a portion of the transformations 
a)—c). The scheme Z3 will be obtained from ¿4 by applying the unused of the trans-
formations a) and b). The scheme Z3 is constructed in the following way: 
1) For each class x of similar occurrences of letters in R, a delay element, denoted 
by G(x), is introduced. If all the occurrences from x are initial then the initial state 
of this element equals 1, otherwise it is euqal to 0. 
2) For each basis occurrence 77 of a letter in an expression R, an element of 
conjunction, denoted by £(77), is introduced. 
3) For each occurrence II in the expression R of the expression R^R^, such 
that R ^ e and R ^ e or the predecessor of 77 is defined, an element of disjunction, 
denoted by £(77), is introduced. 
4) For each occurrence 77 having a predecessor, in expression R of the expres-
sion (Ri), an element of disjunction, denoted by £(77), is introduced. 
5) The input of the element G(x) is associated with the output of the element 
£(7T) where 77' is a predecessor of an arbitrary occurence 77 belonging to the class x. 
If the occurrence from x do not have predecessors, then the input of the element G(77) 
is associated with the input z0. 
6) If II is a basic occurrence of the letter ah which belongs to the class x of similar 
occurrences of letters, then one of the inputs of the element E(JI) is joined to the 
output of the element G(x) and the other is joined to the input z,-. 
7) If 77 is an occurrence of the expression in R and the element £(77) is defined, 
then the inputs of that element are connected with the outputs of the elements 
£(77x) and £(/72), where 7^ and 772 are the basis of the occurrences of R1 and 7?2 
in R. 
8) If 77 is an occurrence of the expression ( R i n R and the element £(77) is 
defined, then the inputs of this element are connected with the inputs of the elements 
£(/Ij) and £(772), where 11̂  is the predecessor of occurrence of 77 and 772 is the basis 
of occurrence of R1 in R. 
9) The output of the scheme Z3 is the output of the element £(77), where 77 is 
the basis of occurrence of R in R (this basis is defined as = {e}). 
Let us illustrate the method S2 for a regular expression 7?=((a)i>Uc(a>) in 
a three — letter alphabet A = {a, b, c}. Let us encode the symbols a, b, c, by binary 
strings 00,01,10 respectively. In this case the decoder has the from given in Fig. 13. 
There are no similar occurrences of letters in the expression R and therefore, delay 
and conjunctinn elements correspond to each occurrence of a letter. The form of the 
scheme Z'3 is given in Fig. 14. Scheme Z3 is obtained from the scheme Z'3 by the unifi-. 
cation of delay element corresponding to the initial occurrences of letter a and letter b. 
Since no element in Z3 is connected to the output z0 of Z1, the corresponding conjunc-
tion element in Z t is to be removed. The form of the scheme Z is given in Fig. 15. 
Let us note by L(R) the least complexity of the schemes, representing, by the 
symbol 1, an event |7?| defined by a regular expression R. The complexity of the regu-
lar expression R is the number of occurrences of the letters and operation symbols 
3» 
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U,. . . , <) within this expression. Let us consider the Shenon function L(m,ri) = 
= ^max L(R), where Rmt„ is the class of all regular expressions in an m — letter 
alphabet^ with complexity not greater than n. According to the synthesis method S2, 
an estimation L(m, w)s3m+log2 m—2+2n holds. In the paper [6], there is an 
example of a regular expression — with complexity n in a two — letter alphabet, for 
Fig. 15. 
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which the minimal number of delay elements in the corresponding scheme is asymp-
totically not less than - j . It turns out that, for a fixed and thefollow-
n » 
ing asymptotical inequalities hold: 2, i.e., the order of the entity 
L(m, n) equals n. 
As a conclusion, let us describe one of the methods of simplifying the scheme 
Zt(R), used in the process of realization of the method S2 without marking the 
expression R. Let II1, ..., II k be non — initial occurrences of the same regular expres-
sion R' in ft. We call the occurrences nlt ..., II k alternative, if for any letter p in the 
alphabet A, the set of pre-main positions of the expression R, p — following its 
starting positions (see [3]) has an empty intersection with the set of pre-main positions 
of not more then one of the occurrences nlt ..., IIk. For example, the first and the 
second occurrences of the expression (b(a) U c) in the regular expression a(b(a) U c) U 
U(6(a))Uc)_ are alternative. 
Let £i(R) be a scheme constructed by using the method S2 for a regular expres-
sion R and let niy ..., /7 (be the alternative occurrences of a regular expression R' 
in R. Let us determine, in the scheme Z4(R), the blocks Bx, ..., Bk corresponding to 
the occurrences ..., IIk. Each such block represents the scheme Z'i(R') and at 
any instant of time t, all the blocks Blt ..., Bk, except possibly one, have a zero state 
of delay elements. This enables us to use, in the scheme Zi(R), only one block Z4(R') 
instead of k samples of such blocks. This block switches its input z0 and output 
according to the positions of blocks /=1, ..., k. This switching will be realized 
using the scheme If given in Fig. 16. If e^ then the first input of the conjunction 
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element Arf:is>joined to the output of the;element zr;. ......к. The input ti; of this~ 
scheme is joined either to the same element, or the input of Г4 (R), as well as the input 
z'o of the block В]. The input wi is joined to the inputs* of the same elements or thé 
output of the scheme IJR), as well as the output of the block i '=l , ..., k. At 
the" initial instant of time, states of the dalay" element'zi, ..., zk of the scheme tV equal 
0. When 1 arrives to the input vt, the block Zi(R') begins to participate in the func-
tioning of the scheme Г4:(Л) as a block B;, while the delay element 'z, turns into state 
1 and' others' into state 0.- The complexity of the scheme W is Sk+L^IKR')) and 
therefore, applying the described process of exchange of block Bx, ..., Bk to the 
scheme W is" useful- only in case that 5 K + L ( Z l ( R % s k - L ( I l ( R ' ) \ i.e.,. when 
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